
1 MILLION AFRICANS INTO THE BLOCKCHAIN

Intro
Welcoming 1 million Africans

Verse 1
Welcoming one million africans onboard may not be a piece of CAKE//
But will be worth it//
everyone will eat and learn to BAKE//
and all the lives touched will transform from grass to GRACE//

See, Africa may have missed out on 1 or 2, of the webs BEFORE//
for lack of the building BLOCK//
(Uh uh)
For the jack of trading SMALL//
(Uh uh)
For the jealousy and MISTRUST//
(Uh uh)
For internet infrastructure
and the technical know-HOW//
but you know we know NOW//
Gimme gadget and free the COW//
the reimagination of a world for us
transcending language barriers and differences——
to learn in the most comprehensive, easy and user friendly//
this community understands your fear of security risks’//
and with patience we’ll heal our trust issues everyday
Because for many africans the web3 feels too unreal//
we forget, we also deserve a fairytale//
Let it be mild//
Never be tamed//
Never be ashamed//
Never go back a slave//
Uuh……



Verse 2
Uuh check your time boy..//
You know what time it is//
There’s been a whole lot SAID//
And a whole lot RETAINED//
But I’m kicking on the FAME//
1 million enemies MADE//
Gon preach and crucified like Jesus Christ SAID//

Buh I’m not the type to be RELIGIOUS//
So i gat ma energy CONTAGIOUS//
Could’ve been hard to BELIEVEUS//
If not the value they gon DELETEUS//
We so black ancestral being none can ever BEWITCHUS//
Oh you need to be true to your region-your DAO-your mission-your vision-what about
your Beacon!? What did it say!? What’s equal!?…….

Africa is the world’s true last frontier
that means they are waiting for us//
Beyond our governance and the limitation from them//
There is a way forward//
It starts from here…..thus says the LORD!!
Uuh…..X2


